2005 Mid-Year Report

Challenge Club Update
The Challenge Club has
reached a new all-time high
in mid-July 2005 as the Unit
Value reaches $17.22 with total assets of $189,282.
Cash equivalents total $14,874
or 7.9% of total assets. The
portfolio projected annual return (PAR) is 15.5% including
the cash. The long-term performance results versus our traditional benchmarks is shown in
the accompanying chart.

Challenge Club Holdings (7/14/2005). This screen capture from www.manifestinvesting.com
provides a dashboard display of the Challenge Club portfolio. Growth: Forecasted Sales Growth. P/E:
Projected Average P/E. Quality: MANIFEST Quality Rating (ranges from 0-to-100, 55-65 = Good, >65
= Excellent. PAR = Projected annual return.
Sources: www.manifestinvesting.com, Value Line.

Growth

The primary design characteristics for the Challenge Club are
projected returns, quality and
overall sales growth. Our objective is to outperform the total
stock market by 5-10 percentage
points over the long term.

Projected Annual Returns
The overall PAR for the portfolio is 15.5%. The median PAR
for stocks covered by Manifest
Investing is 10.7%. With the investment of the cash on hand into
suitable candidates will raise the
overall portfolio PAR back to 1617% and within the target range.

Quality
The overall quality rating for the
Challenge Club holdings is 74.6, well
within the target range. We’d like
to maintain overall quality in the 7075 range, particularly with overall
projected market returns lower.

The average forecasted sales growth
for the Challenge Club is 12.0%
despite the diminished expectations from companies like Pﬁzer.
12.0% is sufﬁciently high but should
probably be bolstered by any new
additions. II-VI was added in recent
months with a sales growth forecast
of 14.8% and the club would do
well to keep adding faster growing
companies.

Challenge Candidates

accompanying distribution? Can
we identify any suitable candidates that have sufﬁcient projected returns, suitable quality,
relatively higher sales growth
expectations? Ideally, the selection candidates would come from
Staples, Financials or the missing
sectors (Energy, Materials, Utilities or Telecommunications.)

The companies with the lowest PARs
are FactSet Research (11.2%),
Johnson & Johnson (11.5%) and
Walgreen (13.4%).

There may some candidates for
accumulation in the existing portfolio, too. Bring out your best
ideas for the next meeting.

Does FactSet merit replacement
at this time?

Best regards,

Valuation
The current overall projected average P/E is 22.8x. This is within
acceptable ranges.

Mark Robertson

What sectors are lacking in the
www.manifestinvesting.com

